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Caring matters
Cooler coolers
Show you’re chill with modern
styles, new features

Sharing the love
How to show gratitude to essential workers
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Imagine you’re a delivery
driver, stopping at an office.
Inside, you find a basket of
hand sanitizer giveaways on
the counter. A note on the
basket invites you to take
one with you.

Kevin,
with 4imprint
29 years

That’s exactly what delivery drivers found

In Lasting Impressions, we profile the

when they visited CAST Navigation. The

Oshkosh Convention & Visitors Bureau’s

company repurposed hand sanitizers

swag bag pivot. Tourism leaders cleverly

(originally intended as trade show

turned unused visitor gift bags into online

giveaways) into delivery driver thank-you

giveaways encouraging residents to shop

gifts. It’s a small gesture, not likely soon

local.

forgotten. See how others are Sharing the
love with essential workers.

The world has changed over the last few
months, making small gestures more

The company is not alone. When COVID-19

important than ever. By sharing these

became part of daily life, countless

stories, we hope to inspire you with ideas

organizations found new ways (or

you can use as you make pivots of your own.

reinvigorated classic methods) for taking
care of customers and communities.

Be well!

In our Cover Story, we look at how
organizations can attract and retain
customers and we profile one law firm’s

Kevin Lyons-Tarr, CEO

deliveries of personalized gift baskets to

4imprint

new neighbors and clients.

P.S. Are you finding clever, new ways to reach customers? We’d love to hear
your story. Email 4ideas@4imprint.com.
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amplify® offers an unmatched glimpse into
real-life ways you can use promotional
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#SwaggingRights® can coolers

products to gain remarkable results.
We’d love to hear your feedback! Please
send questions, comments or concerns to
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4ideas@4imprint.com.
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Unifying volunteers
Customers are the lifeblood of every company.
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Read our cover story for tips on retaining
them—and acquiring new ones.

CON TR I B UTO RS

Meet this month’s featured
contributors
Suzanne Worwood
Senior VP Merchandising
4imprint
In our Product Highlight story, Suzanne shows you what makes coolers, with
modern styles and new features, so cool! Suzanne has been with 4imprint since 2000.

Erika Ferguson
Social Media Manager
4imprint
Erika named a nonprofit food recovery organization as the Swag Master for this
issue of amplify. See how its selection of vibrant hats topped off a community event
and earned them the coveted title. Erika has been with 4imprint for 13 years and
coordinates 4imprint’s social media communities.

You!
We took note of branded can cooler photos shared by customers. Their
#SwaggingRights® shout-outs are featured in this edition of Overheard.
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#SwaggingRights

®

Keeping it cool this summer with custom can coolers
abrjobs
Stay hydrated in the summer heat!
#SwaggingRights

Trish Aikman
@AskMeConcierge
I love my new Koozie from @4imprint,
don’t you? #SwaggingRights
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#SwaggingRights®

OV E R H E A RD

Robert
For the holidays this year, we
ordered these Koozies with our
logo and gave each partner one
along with a handmade ornament,
some hot cocoa and a candy cane!
#SwaggingRights

Scott
Our Chief Barketing Officer, Blu
the Beagle approves of our new
koozies! #SwaggingRights

Taylor
We needed these koozies to hand out at a
local expo and to customers during projects.
The team at 4imprint did an incredible
job getting these to us very quickly.
#SwaggingRights

See even more can coolers, summer gift ideas and more on
our Pinterest® boards!
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Caring
matters
By Joshua Grover-David Patterson

Gain and retain customers with an added dose of care

ailey & Oliver Law Firm knows the

B

Gift baskets with company giveaways—and

power of customer care. In fact, they

some gratitude—also play a big part in the

get much of their new business simply by

firms’ customer retention strategy. Daniels

being good neighbors.

goes out of her way to research the clients
so she can create a gift they will love. For

“Every new business
that opens up in the
neighborhood, we bring them
a gift basket with breads
and mugs, coffee and tea,”
said Community Relations
Director Kim Daniels.

Give them with a boost every
weekday, in a fashionable way.
8
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example, one of their clients enjoys building,
so she created a gift basket from a toolbox.
It’s understanding and caring like this that
form the basics—or the ABCs and 123s—of
attracting and retaining customers.

Luna
Coffee Mug

Caring matters

The ABCs of acquiring clients
When capturing the attention of new
customers, use the ABCs to help draw
people to your doorstep.

A Acknowledge your niche
Messaging to current and prospective
customers is much easier if you create
customer personas that help you focus
on who is buying your products. Those
personas are even more useful if you are
trying to enter a new market. Personas
represent your buyers. Use customer
surveys, social data and reviews to help

B Build quality content
Once you understand who your customers
are, figure out where to find them. To
demonstrate care, build content that
matches their needs, wants and desires—
even as they change.
Video: 97% of marketers say video
enhances customer understanding
of their business, and 76% say videos
increase web traffic and sales. Help
your customers do more with explainer
videos, customer testimonials and other
informative content.

identify needs, wants and preferences. If

Social media: Helpful social posts

you already have personas in place, check

and paid ads on the social media

to see if updates are needed based on

platforms your customers frequent can

economic and social changes.

help prospective customers see you in a
new light—and remind existing customers
why they love working with you!

97%

of marketers say video
enhances customer
understanding of
their business

Search engine optimization (SEO):
Improve how easily your website
can be found by enhancing your SEO
with terms customers use to search for
your products and services. Use keyword
research tools to determine which words
and phrases your customers use. Add those
keywords to your website by updating
product and service pages, blogging on

76%

say videos increase
web traffic and sales

topics of interest, and adding transcripts to
your video and audio content.

C Create a referral program
If you have clients who have said great
things about you, reward them with a
thank-you gift for referrals.
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Caring matters

The 123s of retaining
customers

2 Reward loyalty

When customers feel a company cares for

can do this with discounts, access to content

them, they’re more likely to remain loyal.

or training, product previews or gifts.

Make your most loyal customers feel special
by rewarding them for staying with you. You

Keep your customers coming back again
and again by:

1 Give great customer service
The easiest way to show you care: Create a
remarkable customer experience. Ninetythree percent of customers are likely to
make repeat purchase because of great
customer service. Also keep in mind it
takes 12 positive customer experiences
to make up for one negative one. That
means getting customer service right every
time may be the most important factor in
retaining customers. When a customer
offers a compliment, asks a question or
files a complaint, use the feedback to
improve your customer experience. And be
sure to thank customers for their feedback.
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Caring matters

3 Stay top of mind

Touchton’s team also uses the mugs with

Find ways to keep your business at the

commercial customers. “We take a mug

forefront of your customers’ minds.

filled with Tootsie Rolls® and check in with

Rock Hill Automotive in Rock Hill, South

fleets who have worked with us in the

Carolina, found company giveaways were

past.” she said. “We include a note that says

a perfect way to do just that. When they

‘Thanks for keeping us rolling.’”

replaced disposable cups in the waiting
area with ceramic mugs, they let customers

Here today, here tomorrow

keep the cup. “I said, ‘If you like, them, go

Whether you’re gaining new customers

ahead and take them,’” said owner Monica

or retaining existing ones, use these ABCs

Touchton. “The next thing you know,

and 123s to set your company apart. A little

someone said, ‘Hey, we need another case

care goes a long way toward creating loyal

of mugs.’” The mugs encourage repeat

fans.

business.

“If they’re sitting at
breakfast having a cup of
coffee and thinking, ‘My
car has not been running
right,’ we’re there for them,”
Touchton said.

Challenger
Grande Mug

The perfect way for your clients to start their day.
Looking for more information about this topic? Email 4ideas@4imprint.com with inquiries.
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Cooler coolers
By Suzanne Worwood

Modern styles, new features on these branded
corporate gifts show customers you’re chill

P R OD U CT H I GH LI GH T

C

oolers are hot. Over the last few years, cooler sales have skyrocketed, and cooler
manufacturers are becoming lifestyle brands. With ever-increasing interest in

outdoor activities, these branded corporate gifts are a welcome choice for customers and
employees alike.

Cool looks, cooler beverages
The Koozie Olympus 9-Can Kooler is crafted from strong tarpaulin and a heat-sealed
PEVA lining—which means taking this cooler on a hike will be a drip-free, snag-free
experience. Nab it in modern colors to make your logo look as cool as the drinks inside
this custom logo cooler.

Koozie®
Olympus
9-Can Kooler

Branded coolers for a
modern lifestyle.

Arctic Zone®
Titan Deep
Freeze
Bluetooth®
Speaker Cooler

Music to their ears
At a campsite or by the grill, people don’t just
hang out by the cooler, they also love listening
to tunes. The Arctic Zone Titan Deep Freeze
Bluetooth Speaker Cooler pairs cold beverages
with favorite playlists.
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Cooler coolers
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Have a ball
The Refresh Large Cooler includes an extra
touch of fun. Each cooler comes with a beach
ball tucked into its mesh pocket. That ensures
team members and customers bring both
beverages and family fun to any outdoor
gathering.
Refresh®
28-Can Large
Cooler

Coleman® 60-Quart
Wheeled Cooler

Take your brand everywhere you go
with customized wheeled coolers.

Have cooler, will travel
The Coleman 60-Quart Wheeled
Cooler and Coleman 45-Quart
Wheeled Cooler make it easy to take
a classic hard-sided cooler from a
long-proven brand everywhere your

Coleman® 45-Quart
Wheeled Cooler

customer wants to go. Employees or customers can
wheel it to a campsite or bring it to a picnic with ease.
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Cooler coolers

P R OD U CT H I GH LI GH T

Conveniently chilly
The Igloo Marine Cooler emphasizes
ease of use when it’s filled or empty. This
cool branded corporate gift folds flat for
storage, lets them grab a beverage without
unzipping the entire cooler, and is topped
with a dual can holder—so users have a
place to set their drinks. Best of all, the
handles make it easier to tote a full cooler
to favorite outdoor destinations.

Igloo® Marine
Cooler

Easily transport your food and
drinks in these personalized coolers.
A great spot to chill
Whether you are headed to a campground,
park or beach, the Koozie Backpack
Cooler Chair gives you the best seat out of
the house. Converting from a backpack
to a chair makes it simple to find and
Koozie Backpack
Cooler Chair
®

claim a spot. This cooler features a 12-can
capacity, and the chair folds flat for easy
storage on the trip home.

On-trend and refreshing
Need a branded corporate gift idea that makes your brand look chill? Tap into coolers for
a customer or employee gift they’ll love.

Looking for more information about this topic? Email 4ideas@4imprint.com with inquiries.
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Promotional
pivoting
By Joshua Grover-David Patterson

Turning leftover promotional items
into new opportunities

hen the coronavirus pandemic shut

W

“We thought, ‘While people can’t move

down tourism in Wisconsin, the

around and they can’t leave, who can we

Oshkosh Convention & Visitors Bureau

focus on right now?’” Albright said. “So,

(OCVB) decided to seize the opportunity to

we came up with the idea of Oshkosh swag

promote the city to an audience they don’t

bags.”

usually focus on—their own residents. And
with a little ingenuity, social media savvy,
and some repurposed promotional items,

RuMe Classic
Medium Tote

they were able to support the community
and have a little fun.
“We actually had 800 bags that were
already made up for a conference,” said
Executive Director Amy Albright. “Then
we found out it was cancelled due to
the coronavirus.” The group originally
considered leaving the bags, which contain
a visitor’s guide and a variety of other
items, in storage for the next conference—
until they realized that the situation
presented another opportunity.
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Include items to help support
local businesses.
Promotional pivoting

(Re)purposeful uses
Quite often, extra branded promo items can be found in many organizations, whether
someone ordered more than was needed or products were purchased for an event that was
cancelled. But the good news is, unless an item was tied directly to an event or date, they
still offer opportunities to build connections—and your organization.

Connect to customers
Surplus items can be used to build

Share giveaways with everyone.

relationships with both new and current
clients:
• Surprise hello: Delight loyal customers
with a surprise gift of swag to remind
them they’re on your mind.
• Thank-you gifts: If you have a variety

Removable Euro Bumper Sticker

of smaller items, create a fun gift basket
and share it with a favorite customer.
• Create an online contest: Offer fun

Share them with employees
The same promotional items that your

social media competitions to raise

customers find cool or useful are just as

engagement—use the promotional items

cool and useful when you share them with

as prizes.

your staff. Leftover promotional items can
be used for:
• Team building: Extra polos, T-shirts,
and other apparel can be given to new
staff members to help them feel like part
of the team. You can also use them to
outfit employees for future events.
• Recognition: Reward hard work or
going above and beyond with branded
promo items.
• Milestones: Celebrate employee
milestones or achievements with
promotional items and a personal note.
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Promotional pivoting

The OCVB found that online spaces were
the perfect place to connect with citizens—
and support other organizations in the
community.
“We used social media to give people the
opportunity to earn these swag bags,”

“They were so well received.
People were cooped up and
really excited to receive
them,” Albright said.

Albright said. “For example, on Earth Day
we told people, ‘Share a picture of your
family picking up trash in the community
and we’ll send you a swag bag.’”

The organization also gave away bags
on the Oshkosh Take Out and Delivery
Facebook® group, where residents could

“We filled the bags with different

share places they’ve ordered out with the

promotional items,” Albright said. “And

hashtag #supportlocaloshkosh for a chance

each one has a visitor guide and coupon

to win a bag. And to draw additional

book so that people can support local

attention to local organizations, they also

businesses. Our hope is that they look at

sent city of Oshkosh stickers to anyone who

the guide and realize, ‘I can do X, Y or Z.’”

tagged a local business.

The campaign has been a hit.

Engage your community by giving people opportunities
to earn promotional products.
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Promotional pivoting

Reach out
What do you do with a pen, T-shirt or USB drive when you’re not giving them away to
customers or employees? You find other people who could use them. Consider building
goodwill by donating promotional items to:
• Schools: Notebooks, pens, pencils and

• Give them away online: Not sure who

other items can be a big help for students

needs your extra items? Offering them to

and teachers in need of supplies.

the community via sites likes Freecycle®

• Nonprofits: Items like water bottles
and shirts may be used by program

can help you create community goodwill
while putting the items to good use.

recipients. You can also donate high-end
items, like jackets, to be raffled off for
fundraising purposes.

Recycle
For items containing a specific event or date, sometimes recycling is the only option. The
good news is, everything from toys to plastic bags can be recycled with some research.
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Promotional pivoting

Alternate opportunities
With a little creativity, repurposed
promotional items provide opportunities
for organizations and recipients—

enjoyable with a promotional product,
it really sticks in people’s minds. Like a
picture of your kid in sunglasses who was
so excited that something fun happened.”

something the Oshkosh Convention &

They hope each of those happy memories

Visitors Bureau can attest to.

remind residents of their city—and of

“We’re gathering all these fun photos,”

course, to support local businesses.

Albright said. “When you do something
Looking for more information about this topic? Email 4ideas@4imprint.com with inquiries.

Try these fun summer giveaway ideas.

Risky Business Sunglasses

Drawstring Sportpack

Sport Flyer

Celebrate summer with vibrant colors.
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S WA G M A S TER

Unifying volunteers
Topping off a community
event with hat giveaways
ProduceGood is a nonprofit food
recovery organization that helps
distribute excess fruits and
vegetables in San Diego County
to those in need. Vibrant colored
hat giveaways worn at a recent
community event earned them
the title of Swag Master!

Purposeful produce
The organization partners with local
farmers and citrus growers to distribute

from the crowd than with matching twill

thousands of pounds of donated produce

caps? Volunteers could be spotted easily,

weekly through their CropSwap and

and to add to the fun, the hat giveaways’

Market Share programs. With food waste

bright orange color matched much of the

estimated to be between 30% and 40% and

citrus being distributed!

1 in 5 San Diegans facing food insecurities,
this program helps eliminate waste and
provides food to children and adults.

A pop of color goes a
long way

Building community
The hats were such a hit, each one of
ProduceGood’s volunteers wanted one. Not
only did the hat giveaways unite the group
of volunteers, they helped creatively bring

It takes a village to hold successful

attention to the organization’s mission of

volunteer-based events. What better way to

distributing food from local farmers and

unite that village and make them stand out

citrus growers.
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Sharing
the love
By Joshua Grover-David Patterson

How to show gratitude to essential workers

W

hen a community is in need—
whether after a natural disaster or

the recent pandemic—essential workers
are frequently tasked with taking care of
others, while knowing the risks to their
own health and safety. And as the event
unfolds, many may wonder how to show
gratitude to those on the front lines. After
all, expressing your appreciation not only
feels good, it allows these workers to more
easily concentrate on the task at hand.

Join the team
Some essential businesses and
organizations need more hands on deck.
That was the situation for Meals on Wheels
Plus in Abilene, Texas. The organization
delivers food in insulated bags to 1,450
clients in four different counties five days
a week—something that immediately
became more difficult during the
coronavirus pandemic.

Read on for tips about how to express
gratitude to these dedicated employees and
volunteers.

Check in
Many essential workers are trained in
the art of helping others, but they don’t
necessarily know how to ask for help for
themselves. And sometimes, they may not
know whom to ask. If your organization
has a way to assist essential employees or
businesses in your area, reach out to ask
whether food deliveries, care packages or
other support could help shoulder the load.

Therm-O Tote Insulated
Grocery Bag

Insulated bag helps keep items hot or cold.
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Sharing the love

“We lost all of our university students after
spring break,” said Executive Director
Betty Bradley. “And we have a lot of older
volunteers with health problems who were
unable to be out.”

Provide funding
No matter what the community need, it’s
likely one or more nonprofit organizations
are involved in meeting residents’ needs.
And that may put a strain on their budget.

Even as they were losing volunteers, new

Because of the pandemic, Meals on

ones were stepping in to take their place.

Wheels Plus had to cancel multiple large

“We had a large number of people who

fundraisers, which cut heavily into their

signed up for training and are delivering

revenue for the year.

who weren’t doing this before,” Bradley
said.

And much like the influx of volunteers,
financial supporters have filled some of
the gaps. “Some people have sent larger

“People signing up to
volunteer for the first time
is a great way to show
their gratitude for the
organization,” Bradley said.

donations that usually send smaller
donations,” Bradley said. “And even people
who send smaller donations have included
a note thanking us for our service. Things
like that are really nice.”

Keep them fed
For essential workers handling long shifts,
having time to get groceries and cook can
be daunting. Giving gift cards to a favorite
local restaurant can help them eat well
when they might otherwise resort to eating
whatever is easy and fast—or skipping
meals completely. And purchasing from
local businesses does double duty, helping
two sets of essential employees.

A handwritten note goes a long way in thanking
essential workers handling long shifts.
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Sharing the love

Provide things workers want
or need

Choose
giveaways
that benefit
essential
workers.

Essential workers—from medical staff to
delivery drivers—need everything from
personal protective equipment (PPE) to
items that can help them de-stress during
their downtime. If you’re wondering how
to show gratitude, contact local businesses
and organizations to ask what they need.

Hand
Sanitizer

For CAST Navigation in Tewksbury,
Massachusetts, an order of hand sanitizer
went from a useful giveaway to an
essential need after the local newspaper
featured a story about how local UPS®
employees couldn’t get the hygiene product.

With their trade shows pushed back, they
found an immediate, important use for
them. “We usually have a basket of candy
on our front desk—we exchanged them for
the hand sanitizers,” President and CEO
Susan Gove said. Every delivery person—
from the mail carrier to package delivery
drivers—is encouraged to take one.
Since CAST Navigation is an essential
service, employees also received the hand
sanitizer. And Gove has shared some
outside the office as well. “I gave one to the
FedEx® man at my door and he said, ‘This
is liquid gold.’”

“We just wanted everyone to
stay safe and healthy,”
Gove said.
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Sharing the love

Taking care of the essentials
When emergencies happen, essential workers are on the front lines, taking care of others.
If you are wondering how to show gratitude to these dedicated teams, try these tips, along
with useful giveaways, to make their jobs easier.
Looking for more information about this topic? Email 4ideas@4imprint.com with inquiries.

Ideas for showing gratitude to essential workers.

Thank You
Note Card

Crossland®
Picnic Blanket
Refresh® Simplex
Tumbler
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Crisis
care
kits
Pet giveaways help the
homeless in quarantine
When homeless citizens needed to
self-isolate during the coronavirus
pandemic, Walk Me Home
Rescue Group in South Pasadena,
California, helped four-legged
family members. The organization
gave the homeless who received
services from Los Angeles
Christian Health Centers care
kits that contained food, essential
supplies and useful pet giveaways
so they could provide for their
furry friends while in quarantine.

Note: 4imprint provided supplies to
Walk Me Home Rescue Group.
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Like what you saw in amplify?
Check out past issues.

Get ideas about how to
use promotional items
in your organization!
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» Leave Behinds
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